ABSTRACT: Particle/particle interfaces play a crucial role in the functionality and performance of nanocrystalline materials such as mesoporous metal oxide electrodes. Defects at these interfaces are known to impede charge separation via slowdown of transport and increase of charge recombination, but can be passivated via electrochemical doping (i.e., incorporation of electron/proton pairs), leading to transient but large enhancement of photoelectrode performance. Although this process is technologically very relevant, it is still poorly understood. Here we report on the electrochemical characterization and the theoretical modeling of electron traps in nanocrystalline rutile TiO 2 films. Significant changes in the electrochemical response of porous films consisting of a random network of TiO 2 particles are observed upon the electrochemical accumulation of electron/proton pairs. The reversible shift of a capacitive peak in the voltammetric profile of the electrode is assigned to an energetic modification of trap states at particle/particle interfaces. This hypothesis is supported by first-principles theoretical calculations on a TiO 2 grain boundary, providing a simple model for particle/particle interfaces. In particular, it is shown how protons readily segregate to the grain boundary (being up to 0.6 eV more stable than in the TiO 2 bulk), modifying its structure and electron-trapping properties. The presence of hydrogen at the grain boundary increases the average depth of traps while at the same time reducing their number compared to the undoped situation. This provides an explanation for the transient enhancement of the photoelectrocatalytic activity toward methanol photooxidation which is observed following electrochemical hydrogen doping of rutile TiO 2 nanoparticle electrodes.
■ INTRODUCTION
Mesoporous semiconductor oxide electrodes are used in different applications including electrochemical sensing, electrochromic devices and photoelectrochemical generation of fuels or electrical energy. 1−5 All these applications rely on the external manipulation or tracking of the charge transfer between an optically and/or chemically active layer and an external contact. The macroscopic rate of charge transfer between the mesoporous film and a conductive substrate is the result of a sequence of intermingled microscopic processes. These processes, which are associated with carrier generation, recombination, transport and transfer, take place on different time scales and compete kinetically with each other. Due to a high concentration of trap states electron transport in mesoporous semiconductor oxide films is orders of magnitude slower than in single crystals. In photoelectrocatalytic and photovoltaic applications electron collection at the external contact competes with charge recombination in the bulk of the semiconductor and at the interfaces within the porous film, limiting solar conversion efficiency. The use of electrochemical doping (charge transfer reductive doping), where electron/ proton or electron/Li + pairs incorporated within the oxide "passivate" the electron traps, 6−8 is a very efficient way to temporarily improve photoelectrochemical activity, and as such, constitutes an elegant way to improve charge separation within these materials. Although many efforts are being pursued in this direction, a comprehensive study of these electronic defects is still missing. To reach such a level of understanding, one needs to carefully identify the nature of the recombination centers and transport-limiting traps in mesoporous semiconductor electrodes, which is a significant challenge for both experimentalists and theoreticians.
It is well established that the fundamental processes associated with the transport, 9−12 transfer, 13, 14 and recombination 15 of photogenerated charge carriers in mesoporous semiconductor electrodes are determined by both the distribution of band gap states and their population, i.e., the position of the Fermi level within the film. Electrochemical methods such as cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy have proven useful in characterizing electronic states in nanostructured semiconductor oxide electrodes, though the chemical nature of the traps remains controversial. 5, 16 Specifically, charge/discharge measurements provide information on the distribution of electrochemically active states in mesoporous electrodes, where electron accumulation is compensated by the adsorption of ions at the oxide surface. For TiO 2 electrodes in an aqueous acidic electrolyte the generation of Ti 3+ centers is compensated by proton uptake (eq 1)
Importantly, in the case of small cations (such as H + or Li + ), charge injection and compensation not only take place at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface, but can become a threedimensional process via insertion of ions into subsurface regions of the nanocrystals. This process is often referred to as electrochemical or charge transfer reductive doping. 6, 17 The reversibility of this charge accumulation opens up the possibility of driving fast reduction reactions at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. 18 On the other hand, electrochemical doping was found to modify, at least temporarily, the electrode performance in different applications ranging from dye-sensitized solar cells 8, 19, 20 to photocatalysis 6−8,21−24 and supercapacitors. 25 The doping of mesoporous TiO 2 electrodes with Li (which is isovalent with H) has recently been demonstrated to enhance electron transport and improve efficiency in perovskite solar cells. 26 Whereas different studies discuss an increase of the electrode performance upon electrochemical doping phenomenologically by accelerated charge transport and reduced recombination, [6] [7] [8] 19, 22 the underlying microscopic details remain to be elucidated.
For TiO 2 , theoretical studies have recently addressed at the single particle level the geometry and energetics of electron trap states in the bulk 27 and at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. 28−31 Furthermore, intrinsic trapping properties of grain boundary interfaces have been studied. Deep electron traps located at the grain boundary are found to slow down charge transport unless high current densities ensure a high average occupation of transport-limiting traps. 9 Such trap filling effects have recently been highlighted for deep traps in oriented TiO 2 nanotube arrays by dynamic photocurrent measurements. 10 In addition, these states may act as recombination sites exerting a further deleterious impact on the photocurrent. 32 The high structural and electronic complexity of mesoporous semiconductor oxide electrodes makes an investigation of the nature, concentration, and location of electronic trap states and the elucidation of their impact on charge recombination and transport very challenging. Designing appropriate model systems to understand the action of these states is difficult. Indeed, their complexity must be high enough to realistically mimic processes in technologically relevant materials, but low enough to result in clear structure−activity relationships that can be supported by both experiments and theoretical modeling.
In this work, we combine first-principles theoretical calculations with the electrochemical characterization of nanostructured rutile TiO 2 films to demonstrate that particle/ particle interfaces introduce deep traps. These interfaces represent favorable locations for proton segregation, which can be induced by the electrochemical doping of the porous electrodes. A long lasting (hours to days), but reversible accumulation of electrons and protons (i.e., e − /H + or H 0 doping) at the interface is tracked by cyclic voltammetry via the shift toward more positive potentials of a pair of capacitive peaks, which is associated with trap states at the particle/ particle interface. The passivation of recombination centers by e − /H + doping leads to a transient photocurrent enhancement due to improved electron/hole separation for those electrodes, which are characterized by a high concentration of particle/ particle interfaces (i.e., random particle networks). For electrodes lacking a high density of particle/particle interfaces (i.e., arrays of oriented nanocolumns), only a minor improvement of the photocurrent is observed upon doping. This study highlights the importance of particle/particle interfaces in mesoporous films and provides strategies to actively manipulate the density of electronic states and their population by electrochemical methods. The resulting long-lasting (>15 h) improvement of photoelectrode performance after electrochemical doping is explained by using theoretical calculations that are in qualitative agreement with experiments.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Thin Film Preparation. Slurries of rutile TiO 2 nanoparticles (Sachtleben, Nano Rutile) were prepared by grinding 1 g of TiO 2 powder with 3.2 mL of H 2 O, 60 μL of acetylacetone (99+%, Aldrich), and 60 μL of Triton X (Aldrich) and were spread with a glass rod onto fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) conducting glass (Pilkington, TEC 15, resistance 15 Ω/□) using Scotch tape as a spacer. Alternatively, Ti foils (Goodfellow, 99.6+%, 250 μm) were used to investigate a possible impact of the substrate type on the electrochemical and photoelectrochemical properties. However, no such effect was observed for the experiments reported here. The nanoparticle (NP) films were annealed and sintered for 1 h at 450°C in air. After sintering a film thickness of 3.5 ± 2.0 μm was determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The films are formed by a random network of elongated particles with a length of ∼50 nm and a width of ∼20 nm ( Figure S1a ,b and ref 33) and are of pure rutile phase ( Figure  S2 ). As shown in a previous study, nanoparticles are elongated in the [001] direction. Furthermore, it was estimated that a high fraction of the exposed surface is formed by (110) facets. 33, 34 Electrodes formed by a rutile TiO 2 nanocolumn (NC) array were prepared using a hydrothermal synthesis. 35 Concretely, 21.6 mL of a 6 M HCl solution were mixed with 360 μL of Tetra-n-butylorthotitanat (98%, Merck Millipore). The solution was placed in a Teflon-lined steel autoclave (45 mL, Parr Instruments) containing FTO substrates and was heated to 150°C for 15 h. After synthesis, the electrodes were thoroughly rinsed with water. These films consist of rutile TiO 2 nanocolumns with a rectangular cross section and with a width of 80− 180 nm and a length of ∼1.5 μm (Figures S1c,d and S2). As highlighted previously, individual nanocolumns are porous and consist of a bundle of oriented and single crystalline nanowires with a diameter of 10−20 nm. 36 The nanowires are elongated along the [001] direction and are expected to expose (110) facets at the surface. 35 The endings of the nanowires can be observed at higher magnifications at the top parts of the nanocolumns (inset in Figure  S1c ).
For both types of electrode a copper wire was attached to the conducting substrates with silver epoxy. The contact area and the uncovered parts of the substrate were finally sealed by epoxy resin.
Theoretical Calculations. Spin polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed using the projector augmented wave formalism as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package. 37, 38 The 3d and 4s electrons of Ti, and the 2s and 2p electrons of O are treated as valence electrons and expanded in a plane wave basis with energies up to 500 eV. We use the Perdew− Burke−Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional and correct for the self-interaction error (SIE) for electrons by employing a DFT+U approach. 39 The Hubbard U parameter for the Ti 3d-states is taken from previous work which fitted to spectroscopic properties of surface oxygen vacancies (U Ti = 4.2 eV). 40 We also employ a Hubbard U term to correct the SIE on O 2p-states (U O = 7.5 eV) in order to make the results transferable to future calculations which will consider electrons Journal of the American Chemical Society Article and holes. 41 However, we note that the addition of a Hubbard U term on O does not affect the calculated trapping energies reported in the present work. For the conventional cell of rutile a 6 × 6 × 9 Monkhorst−Pack k-point grid is used and structural optimization is performed until forces are less than 0.01 eV/Å. Using the Perdew− Burke−Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional we obtain lattice parameters within 2% of experiment (a = 4.67 Å and c = 3.03 Å).
To investigate the interaction of electrons with the grain boundary defect, we attempt to localize an electron polaron at all inequivalent Ti sites within the grain boundary supercell. To achieve this, we create a precursor potential well for electron trapping by displacing nearest neighbor anions away from a particular Ti site by 0.1 Å followed by full self-consistent optimization of the structure. 9, 42 In cases where this displacement procedure alone is insufficient to direct the selfconsistent optimization into the desired charge localized metastable state, we manually set the orbital occupancy using a modification to the VASP code developed by Allen and Watson. 43 However, we stress that in all cases the resulting metastable states are fully and selfconsistently optimized. For calculations involving charged defects (such as electron polarons), overall neutrality is ensured by employing a uniform compensating charge.
To identify prospective proton incorporation sites in the grain boundary supercell, we make use of the fact that protons will form a bond with lattice oxygen ions at a distance of approximately 1.0 Å. 44 We computationally identify the set of positions within 1.0 ± 0.1 Å of each lattice oxygen ion. We further reduce the number of possible proton positions by identifying the proton positions around each oxygen ion that has the lowest electrostatic potential (thereby representing the most favorable position for the proton on electrostatic grounds). In this way, we can readily obtain a large number of prospective proton positions, which provide the initial coordinates for full geometry relaxations. Using this procedure, inequivalent proton sites with the lowest energy can be obtained systematically. This procedure is straightforward to implement and may, with suitable modification, be applicable to modeling protons in low symmetry structures (such as nanoparticles or surfaces) in a wider range of oxide materials. 
. 45 The photocurrent onset potential, which yields an estimate of the conduction band edge position in the semiconductor, 5 lies for this electrode at E Ag/AgCl ∼ −0.5 V ( Figure S3a ).
Previous analyses of the density of electrochemically active band gap states in mesoporous TiO 2 films by cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 5, 16 have demonstrated the presence of a broad exponential distribution of states below the conduction band edge in the accumulation region in the case of anatase electrodes, which is absent in rutile TiO 2 films. 46 Currents in the accumulation region (E Ag/AgCl < −0.25 V, Figure 1 ) of rutile TiO 2 electrodes have been attributed to the population/depopulation of electronic states in the conduction band compensated by proton adsorption at the oxide surface. 46 However, for both TiO 2 modifications, a narrow distribution of deep trap states is typically present and gives rise to a pair of capacitive peaks in the cyclic voltammograms (CVs), which is also observed on rutile TiO 2 NP electrodes ( Figure 1a ). For pristine NP electrodes, these peaks appear at E Ag/AgCl ∼ −0.13 V and lie thus ∼0.3−0.5 V below the conduction band edge of the semiconductor. In the following, we will focus in detail on the intensity of these signals and on the energetics of the associated trap states in mesoporous films featuring different morphology (i.e., NP versus NC films) and will follow their modification upon electrochemical doping.
The intensity of the capacitive peaks depends significantly on electrode morphology. The corresponding signal is much less pronounced for the rutile TiO 2 NC electrode (Figure 1b) as compared to the NP electrode (Figure 1a ). Previous studies reported that for both ordered one-dimensional nanostructures and single crystal electrodes, the peaks are virtually absent, whereas they show a high intensity for thin film electrodes consisting of random nanoparticle networks. 32, 33, 47 In line with previous interpretations, 32, 33, 47 we assign the couple of capacitive peaks observed for the NP electrode to the contribution of electron traps at particle/particle interfaces. Interestingly, the contribution is asymmetric, the anodic peak being much broader than the cathodic peak (Figures 1a and S4a). Slow kinetics for H + extraction (compare eq 1) or a change in the electrode conductivity may contribute to this effect. The CVs in Figure 1 were obtained by applying to the electrode a linear potential profile with a scan rate of 20 mV· s −1 . Importantly, at fast scan rates, it is possible that not all of the deep traps in the mesoporous film are equilibrated with the Fermi level of the conducting substrate. This is the reason why even large perturbation techniques such as cyclic voltammetry may yield for deep trap states only apparent chemical 
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Article capacitances. 32, 48 Therefore, we performed charging and discharging measurements using extremely long lasting perturbations in the potential range featuring the capacitive peaks ( Figure S5 ). We measured the capacitive currents upon stepping the electrode potential in potential steps ΔE Ag/AgCl = 0.02 V first from 0.2 to −0.2 V (charge accumulation) and then from −0.2 V back to 0.2 V (charge extraction). After every step, the potential was kept constant for 60 s and the accumulated/ extracted charge density associated with each potential step (left axis in Figure S4b ) was determined by integration of the resulting current transient ( Figure S5) . To obtain the chemical capacitance associated with interface traps (right axis in Figure  S4b ) the charge was then referred to ΔE Ag/AgCl . Such an analysis yields a much higher symmetry of charging and discharging branches, nevertheless, there is still an imbalance of positive and negative charge pointing to a partial irreversibility of charge accumulation. The chemical capacitance extracted from these measurements (right axes in Figure S4a , Figure S4b ), we estimate (using the average values of film thickness and particle size and assuming a film porosity of 0.5) the number of extracted charges to correspond to ∼25 electrons per TiO 2 nanoparticle.
As previously reported, TiO 2 electrodes can be electrochemically doped by cathodic polarization. 6, 17 Following polarization at E Ag/AgCl = −0.6 V significant changes are observed in the CV of a rutile TiO 2 NP electrode (Figures 1a and S4a): the peak corresponding to deep traps is displaced by ∼0.08 V toward more positive potentials, while a slight increase of the peak intensity is observed upon doping. The same observations are made in the absence of methanol ( Figure S6 ). Qualitatively the same conclusions can be drawn from the large perturbation charging/discharging experiment ( Figure S4b ). Electrochemical doping induces only minor changes at E Ag/AgCl < −0.2 V, although a slight increase of the capacitive current is observed at −0.45 V < E Ag/AgCl < −0.25 V. Importantly, we do not observe a shift of the photocurrent onset potential upon electrochemical doping ( Figure S3b ) indicating that the band edges are not displaced significantly. All changes in the CVs are reversible with respect to prolonged polarization at 0.8 V (t dedop > 15 h, Figure 1a ). These observations point to a dynamic and transient change of the density of electrochemically active states upon electrochemical charge accumulation in NP electrodes. Importantly, no significant change of the CV is observed upon doping of a NC electrode (Figure 1b) .
Electrochemical doping has a beneficial effect on the photoelectrochemical performance of rutile TiO 2 NP electrodes as deduced from photocurrent transients (Figures 2a and S7 ) and CVs ( Figure S8a) . Concretely, the photocurrent generated by the electrode in a 0.1 M HClO 4 aqueous solution containing 1 M methanol as a hole scavenger depends significantly on the electrochemical pretreatment of the film as shown in the following. First the photocurrent of a pristine electrode was recorded at E Ag/AgCl = 0.8 V. Then the electrode was polarized at progressively more negative potentials in the accumulation region corresponding to the electrochemical doping of the film. After every doping step the photocurrent was again recorded to sample the impact of doping on the photoelectrocatalytic activity of the electrode. Two doping parameters were systematically changed−doping potential ( Figure S7 ) and doping time (Figure 2) . Whereas electrode polarization for 20 min at E dop = −0.5 V induces only minor changes of the photoelectrocatalytic activity, we observe an up to 3-fold photocurrent increase when doping at E dop = −0.6 V ( Figure  S7 ). The photocurrent enhancement by electrochemical doping is a very slow process. Only after 4 h of polarization at −0.6 V no further changes are observed in the transients (Figure 2 ). After such a long doping time the photocurrent has experienced an increase by a factor of ∼7 (photocurrent enhancement factor, PCEF = 7, Figure 2a) . Importantly, the photocurrent increase is reversible with respect to prolonged polarization at positive potentials ( Figure  S8 ). However, even after 15 h of charge extraction (by electrode polarization at 0.8 V) the photocurrent still exceeds its initial value by ∼30%. These results highlight that the beneficial effect of electrochemical doping is transient, but long lasting.
The relative photocurrent enhancement upon doping is much less pronounced for rutile TiO 2 NC electrodes (PCEF = 2, Figure 2b ). Also in this case the beneficial effect is reversible with respect to polarization at 0.8 V (not shown). A comparison of the photocurrent evolution following the progressive electrochemical doping of NP and NC electrodes is shown in the chronoamperometric profiles in Figure S9 . Importantly, these results confirm that the increased current measured upon UV exposure of doped electrodes corresponds indeed to a faradaic photocurrent and does not simply result from a light-induced extraction of charges accumulated in the doping step. The additional charge transferred (after doping) from the TiO 2 film to the conducting substrate upon UV exposure exceeds by far the charge injected from the conducting substrate into the TiO 2 film upon electrochemical doping ( Figure S9a) .
From the electrochemical characterization of NP and NC films we have gained the following pieces of information about 
Article the impact of electrode morphology and electrochemical doping on the density of electrochemically active states and on the photoelectrocatalytic activity: (i) For porous films consisting of a random particle network (NP electrodes) a high density of deep electron traps gives rise to a couple of capacitive peaks in the CV. This signal is virtually absent in films consisting of oriented nanocolumn arrays (NC electrodes).
(ii) Prolonged polarization of NP electrodes at E Ag/AgCl = −0.6 V (electrochemical or charge transfer reductive doping) induces a displacement of these capacitive peaks by ∼0.08 V toward more positive potentials and a minor increase in the chemical capacitance at −0.45 V < E Ag/AgCl < −0.25 V. These changes are reversible with respect to charge extraction (dedoping) upon prolonged electrode polarization at E Ag/AgCl = 0.8 V. Both processes (doping and dedoping) are extremely slow (hours to days).
(iii) Electrochemical doping increases the photoelectrocatalytic activity of NP electrodes toward methanol oxidation as sampled by a 7-fold increase of the photocurrent (PCEF = 7). The activity enhancement is transient and the photocurrent relaxes slowly back to its initial value (t dedop > 15 h). The beneficial effect of electrochemical doping is much less pronounced for rutile TiO 2 NC electrodes (PCEF = 2).
Theoretical Results. To help interpret the experimental results discussed above and provide deeper atomistic insight into the effect of protons on electron trapping we perform firstprinciples theoretical calculations for a model interface in nanocrystalline TiO 2 . In particular, we consider the (210)[001] rutile TiO 2 grain boundary, the structure of which has been investigated previously both experimentally and theoretically (Figure 3a) . 49, 50 While this interface possesses a high degree of symmetry it has atomistic features which are expected to be representative of more general interfaces in nanocrystalline TiO 2 , namely, reduced ion coordination and local strain at the interface. In a recent theoretical study, it was demonstrated that this grain boundary is associated with interfacial Ti ions which can trap electrons more strongly than bulk Ti lattice sites. 9 This effect is due to local variations in the electrostatic potential near the grain boundary and changes in ion coordination and bond strain with similar effects found at TiO 2 surfaces. 42 Figure 4 shows the distribution of electron trapping energies (defined with respect to the energy of an electron trapped on a bulk Ti site) for Ti ions within ±6 Å of the grain boundary plane. We note that at finite temperature electrons may hop between Ti sites at the interface. The activation energy for electron hopping between adjacent sites was calculated previously to be about 0.3 eV in the bulk and up to 50% higher at the interface. 9 Owing to their increased stability the equilibrium occupation of interfacial traps will remain higher than that in the bulk. Therefore, the presence of deep traps at this interface provides a semiquantitative model for the voltammetric feature of electron trapping states (pair of capacitive peaks) observed in the pristine TiO 2 NP electrodes by cyclic voltammetry (Figure 1a ). As such it is a useful reference system on which to explore the interaction of protons with interfaces and the subsequent effect they have on electron trapping. For the following discussion, it is important to keep in mind that the energy scale and the electrochemical potential scale have opposite signs, i.e., a trap state becoming more stable (i.e., deeper) will be characterized by a more negative trapping energy and a more positive electrochemical potential.
Electrochemical doping of TiO 2 by prolonged polarization is likely to be associated with the incorporation of H + ions from the aqueous solution to compensate the negative electron charge trapped at interfaces. To assess this possibility we first investigate the interaction of protons with the (210) 
Article is not straightforward to deduce the likely proton configurations in the lower symmetry grain boundary region. To address this problem we identify prospective positions for H + incorporation based on analysis of the three-dimensional electrostatic potential and screen 80 different configurations to identify the most stable structure (see Experimental Section). For these calculations we consider one H + ion in a supercell of dimensions 9.1046 × 10.439 Å corresponding to a density of 1.05 × 10 14 cm −2 . The most stable H + incorporation site is found at the grain boundary and is 0.6 eV more stable than in the bulk (Figure 3b) . The presence of H + induces a transformation in structure near the grain boundary as compared to the pristine structure. In particular, one of the Ti ions near the grain boundary relaxes toward the OH − ion. We next investigate the interaction of electrons with the H + decorated grain boundary structure identified above. By making suitable initial atomic distortions around each Ti site in the supercell followed by full optimization of the total energy with respect to relaxation of all ion coordinates we obtain a series of metastable configurations corresponding to electrons trapped on different Ti ions (see Experimental Section). The most stable electron trapping Ti site is located at the grain boundary directly adjacent to the OH − species (Figure 3c ). This defect can be considered as a H 0 atom with the proton and electron dissociated onto neighboring sites. Very similar defect centers are found in nanocrystalline MgO where they have been characterized in detail by electron spin resonance and theoretical calculations. 51, 52 Hereafter, we will refer to these proton plus electron defects produced by H 0 doping as (H + )(e − ) centers, following the nomenclature of previous studies. The (H + )(e − ) center should provide a reasonable model for the electron traps in the NP electrodes following electrochemical doping and polarized for sufficiently short times at a positive potential. We have also computed the Fermi contact hyperfine coupling parameter for (H + )(e − ) in the most stable position segregated at grain boundary −7.5 MHz. This is significantly reduced compared to that calculated for the isolated H atom −1402.6 MHz (close to the experimental value of 1422 MHz). This could provide an experimental signature of (H + )(e − ) centers at the grain boundary. If each proton at the grain boundary has already trapped an electron forming a (H + )(e − ) center (as shown in Figure 3c ) one may ask how additional electrons added to the system would interact with the interface (for example as realized experimentally by CV measurements on electrochemically doped electrodes). To address this question we obtain fully optimized metastable configurations corresponding to the localization of a second electron on all Ti sites in the supercell. An electron trapped on a bulk-like Ti site has a very similar local geometry and spin density to the bulk-like polaron in the pristine grain boundary. This provides a reference with which to assess the trapping energies of sites in the vicinity of the grain boundary. We find a distribution of trapping energies for Ti ions within ±6 Å of the grain boundary plane spanning a similar range to that found for the pristine interface and the most stable electron trap is again located close to the grain boundary (Figure 3d ). The distribution of electron trapping energies associated with the pristine and (H + )(e − )-doped grain boundaries are compared in Figure 4 . The pristine grain boundary presents 18 Ti sites per supercell that can trap electrons more strongly than in the bulk (i.e., traps with E t < 0, hereafter referred to as interface traps). This corresponds to an interface trap concentration of 1. induces a localized deformation, which changes the structural and electrostatic environment of Ti sites near the grain boundary. We find a strong correlation between the electron trapping energy of a given Ti site and its corresponding electrostatic potential, as discussed previously for the pristine case. 9 In particular, the presence of the (H + )(e − ) center modifies the electrostatic potential on Ti sites near the grain boundary destabilizing a number of traps. At the same time one of the Ti sites adjacent to H + that was not a trap in the pristine case becomes a trap after doping. The net result is that the number of Ti sites available to trap electrons is reduced by 50%. The optimized atomic structures for the pristine and doped grain boundaries are provided in the Supporting Information. In addition to the reduced concentration of interface traps there is also a reduction in the average trapping energy (i.e., from −0.14 to −0.26 eV). The shift in average trapping energy of about 0.12 eV is of the same order as that observed experimentally for doped electrodes by CV (∼0.08 eV, Figure  1a) . Although the average depth of grain boundary traps is increased, the significant decrease in the density of interface traps provides an explanation for the improved photoelectrocatalytic activity of electrochemically doped electrodes observed experimentally.
■ GENERAL DISCUSSION
Due to the high specific surface area of mesoporous semiconductor electrodes, the main contribution to the density of electronic band gap states as sampled by electrochemical methods such as cyclic voltammetry results from processes at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. Indeed these electrodes typically show a reversible charging/discharging behavior on short time scales. For TiO 2 electrodes the corresponding accumulated charge was shown to scale linearly with the internal area of the semiconductor/electrolyte interface. 33 Nevertheless, processes with different kinetics contribute with different relative intensities to the overall signal. Consequently, when extracting a chemical capacitance from the measured capacitive current, 16 those electronic states getting populated by very slow charging processes will be underrepresented. 48 This is true for electronic states in subsurface regions of the semiconductor, such as the electron traps at particle/particle interfaces giving rise to the pair of capacitive peaks in the CVs of rutile TiO 2 NP electrodes (Figure 1a) . Importantly, whereas electrochemical methods based on charge/discharge measurements provide information on the distribution of electrochemically active states, it must not be ignored that a persistent charge accumulation in the mesoporous film may modify both the Fermi level and the density of states itself. 6, 19, 20 In this context, it is well established nowadays that long lasting reductive treatments of mesoporous films may result in a long lasting accumulation of charges (electrochemical or charge transfer reductive doping), thereby significantly influencing the macroscopic electrode behavior in different applications. 6−8,19−25 Whereas the technological implications of such an electrochemical manipulation of the electrode properties are
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Article clear, the underlying reasons and microscopic details of this phenomenon are unknown.
Our observations from electrochemical measurements and results from first principle theoretical calculations give a consistent picture of electron and proton trapping in nanocrystalline TiO 2 films of different morphology. The main conclusions of our study are depicted in Figure 5 . Calculations indicate that (H + )(e − ) decoration modifies the distribution of electron traps at particle/particle interfaces (Figure 5i ). An increase of the depth of interface traps goes along with a 50% decrease in their density. Consistent changes of the density of electrochemically active states are tracked by voltammetry (Figure 5ii ). Upon electrochemical doping of rutile TiO 2 NP electrodes, i.e., upon a long lasting accumulation of electron/ proton pairs in the film, we observe a reversible shift toward more positive potentials of capacitive peaks associated with trap states at particle/particle interfaces. In addition an increase of the chemical capacitance is observed at more negative potentials, i.e., at −0.45 V < E Ag/AgCl < −0.25 V. Such a modification was previously related to the population of subsurface states upon a light-induced insertion of protons and electrons affording faster charge transport in dye-sensitized TiO 2 films. 19 Here we show that the partial removal of interface traps upon (H + )(e − ) decoration of particle/particle interfaces may contribute to such a capacitance change. The main contribution to currents in the accumulation region of both pristine and doped electrodes (contributions at E Ag/AgCl < −0.25 V highlighted in red in Figure 5ii ), however, are associated with the population/depopulation of electronic states in the rutile TiO 2 conduction band compensated by proton adsorption at the oxide surface (e − CB /H + ads states, Figure 5c ,d) as discussed in detail in a previous study. 46 Electrochemical charge accumulation in NP electrodes is reversible on the time scale of a CV measurement, i.e. when recording the electrode's voltammetric response between 0.8 and −0.6 V (and vice versa) at a scan rate of 20 mV·s −1 (Figure  5a−c) . In this case charge accumulation takes place mainly at the particle surface and at those grain boundary states located near the oxide/electrolyte interface. Prolonged polarization of NP electrodes at E Ag/AgCl = −0.6 V (t −0.6V dop = 4 h) induces electrochemical doping and thus a population of trap states deep within the particle/particle interfaces ( Figure 5 d) . This charge accumulation is not reversible on the time scale of a CV measurement (Figure 5d−f) . Rather there is a long lasting (though reversible, vide infra) modification of the density of electrochemically active states. In the voltammetric experiment (Figure 5d −f) charge accumulation and charge extraction take now place on a film featuring particle/particle interfaces, which are partially decorated by (H + )(e − ). Consequently, band gap states are associated with modified trapping energies resulting in a modified density of electrochemically active states ( Figure  5i and ii. 
Article The concerted uptake of e − /H + pairs in particle/particle interface regions upon cathodic polarization (i.e., electron injection from the conducting substrate and insertion of protons from the electrolyte into the oxide) and the reverse process taking place upon anodic polarization (i.e., electron transfer to the substrate and proton diffusion through the solid phase into the electrolyte) are expected to proceed very slowly. Consequently, cyclic voltammetry samples only an apparent density of deep traps. The increased intensity of the pair of capacitive peaks associated with traps at the particle/particle interface can be explained by the enhanced conductivity in the doped film which allows populating and depopulating electron traps faster and deeper within the particle/particle contact area. The persistence of electrochemical doping is associated with the slow kinetics of H + diffusion from the GB core to the oxide/electrolyte interface. The dedoping of the film can thus only be achieved upon prolonged polarization at E Ag/AgCl > 0.2 V (e.g., t 0.8V dedop = 15 h, Figure 5a ,f). The increased photoelectrocatalytic activity of doped electrodes can be attributed to the deactivation of a major fraction of interface traps and recombination sites by the decoration of particle/particle interfaces with (H + )(e − ) (Figure 5a ,f). Indeed, calculations point to a 50% decrease in density of interface traps following (H + )(e − ) doping (Figure 4 ), which is expected to affect charge separation at the particle/particle interface in two ways: by accelerating electron transfer across the grain boundary and by reducing electron/hole recombination. Faster electron transport in electrochemically doped TiO 2 nanoparticle films has been proven recently. 8 On the other hand, Kamat and co-workers 7 reported on the deactivation of recombination centers due to trap filling and the generation of Ti 3+ /H + centers in TiO 2 electrodes. Enhancement of the transport properties of mesoporous TiO 2 electrodes for perovskite solar cells via Li doping has also been demonstrated and is proposed to involve a similar mechanism. 26 While not investigated theoretically in this work, hole trapping may also be modified in a favorable way upon (H + )(e − ) doping. Related studies are underway. Beneficial effects of electrochemical doping have been reported not only for TiO 2 , but also for ZnO, WO 3 , and BiVO 4 films. 21, 24 We believe that our findings will contribute to a better understanding of interfacial processes at play in different metal oxide-based materials.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have tracked the long lasting accumulation of electron/ proton pairs in rutile TiO 2 films consisting of a random nanoparticle network (i) via a reversible shift of a capacitive peak in the CV, which we associate with trap states located at particle/particle interfaces, and (ii) via the transient enhancement of the photoelectrocatalytic activity toward methanol photooxidation. Theoretical calculations indicate that interfaces between crystals in TiO 2 represent favorable locations for the segregation of proton defects, being up to 0.6 eV more stable than in the bulk crystal. Importantly, (H + )(e − ) doping of grain boundaries significantly modifies the electronic properties of the particle/particle interface. For Ti ions within ±6 Å of the interface a shift in the average trapping energy of deep traps of −0.12 eV is predicted with respect to the pristine interface. A 50% reduction of the overall number of deep electron traps at the grain boundary is considered to be the main reason for the beneficial effect of electrochemical doping of rutile TiO 2 NP electrodes on their photoelectrocatalytic activity. The qualitative agreement between our experimental results and theoretical calculations strongly supports our detailed description of these complex interfacial systems. 
